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Abstract
The rapid development of technology and science in our time has changed the teaching activities, which is knowledge transfer of classical education systems. Today's education systems place more emphasis on student-centered approaches than teacher-centered ones. At the basis of such approaches, instead of passively passing knowledge to learners, it aims to involve students in the process, to teach them how to access information, and to make them scientific literate individuals. These approaches are aimed to provide students with the attitudes and skills necessary to solve the problems students will encounter in school and after school, not memorizing the information in the science courses. Individual attitudes are closely related to how they will behave in different situations. Individuals with scientific attitudes are expected to have a researcher and critical personality and to stay away from prejudices. The high attitudes of students towards science courses will have a positive impact on the lifetime of learning and the development of a researcher and a critical personality. The Science curriculum that is being used in our country has also been developed and put into practice on the basis of that students will construct the knowledge in their minds, that is students are in the center of the learning activity. The aim of this study is to investigate the correlation between the scientific attitude levels of secondary school students and inquiry learning perceptions. For this purpose, data were collected by using the Scientific Attitude Scale and Inquiry Learning Skills for Sciece scale from 461 students who were studying in Afyonkarahisar central district in 2017-2018 academic year selected by random sampling method. As a result of the statistical procedures performed on the data, a positive correlation was found between the scientific attitude levels of secondary school students and the inquiry learning perceptions of the students.
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Introduction
The information age has made it necessary for societies to offer education to the individuals according to the needs of the era. Technology and science, which has been developing rapidly at an unprecedented rate, has revealed the necessity of individuals to have the characteristics to keep up with this development and to have education in a way that they can contribute to
the development in all the required fields. Due to these requirements, curriculum are evaluated and new ones are developed in all countries to improve this feature. The curriculum are developed in such a way that individuals can take and internalize information and use this information in different environments. These features of the curriculum are very important for countries to create a solid future and to take part in the global technology and science race.

The Science and Technology curricula, which was developed and put into practice in Turkey in 2005, was developed to meet these requirements. The main aim of the curricula was determined as educating the individuals who are science literate. This curricula provided a transition from teacher-centered approaches to student-centered approaches and aimed to put the individual on the basis of learning. Science and Technology curriculum aims at inquiry learning which is one of the science literacy and constructivist approaches.

Science is a field emerging with the need of individuals to be curious about other living things formations, development and cause-effect relationships in their environment, and to try to recognize, analyze and make sense of them, and to use them in line with their own needs (Sulun & Balki, 2009). On the other hand, the other courses related to the science aim to provide individuals with skills such as scientific thinking, as well as providing guidance for them to find answers to their questions (Yilmaz & Soran, 1999). It is stated that inquiry, influenced by John Dewey, the constructivist philosophy and the philosophy of Soktates (Çelik, Senocak, Bayraççeken, Taskesengil & Doymus, 2005), has a great importance in contemporary approaches in science education as in all education fields. Furthermore, current approaches in science teaching, on the other hand, emphasize the necessity and importance of students learning science through inquiry (Ketelhult & Dede, 2006). In fact, it can be safely said that science is a field that has emerged and developed through the inquiry. As a consequence, it is imperative to employ the inquiry-based learning in science teaching.

In inquiry-based learning, students have an educational experience during which they learn something about the World and construct the knowledge like a scientist (Keselman, 2003). This educational experience process in inquiry-based learning focuses on the how the students get information than presenting a product or producing a solution to an existing problem (Lim, 2001). Pedaste, Maets, Leijen and Sarapu (2012) defines this process as discovering relations by learners through hypotheses and testing the formulated ones by experiments as well as observations. Individuals find themselves in various activities during the inquiry-based learning as it requires meaningful learning, organizing information, and developing knowledge. Surely, the students should develop some abilities, according to National Science Education Standards (1996) such as asking questions, plan and conduct simple investigations, employ simple equipment and tools to gather data, use these data to construct reasonable explanations and communicate investigations and explorations by fourth grade (Cited from Ediger, 2001). Therefore, the inquiry-based learning requires a more student-based learning activities designed to make the students face with real life problems.

As stated that the students should be active during the science learning, it is also necessary that the students do not memorise the scientific information but they need develop attitudes and cognitive skills which are vital to solve the real life problems they encountered (Demirbas & Yagbasan, 2005; Khalid, 2020). There are cognitive, affective and behavioral characteristics of the attitude that is related to how individuals behave in different situations (Safran, 1993). Scientific attitude, which has a dominant cognitive aspect, is defined as the ability of the individual to interpret the problems, events and situations they encounter independently of their own subjective thoughts and feelings (Basaran, 1978). Hence, the
scientific attitudes directly have an effect on students’ science learning. As stated by Juhji & Nuangchalerm (2000) the interaction between the scientific attitudes and skills during the scientific process are correlated in science learning. Furthermore, the scientific attitude is closely grounded on knowledge, belief, or mindset in responding to knowledge. In order to help the students to develop scientific attitudes, it is inevitable to somehow includem the in the teaching and learning process by employing more student-based activities.

When examined the literature, there are studies on inquiry based learning indicating that this method helps to prolong the duration of keeping the information in the mind (Akpullukçu & Gunay, 2013), helps to develop more positive attitudes to science lesson (Bozkurt, 2013) and inquiry skills (Chen & Chen, 2012). There are also studies indicating that the students with high scientific attitudes are better at science process skills (Mahulae, Sirait & Sirait, 2017), high positive scientific attitudes helps students to understand the concept of natural science easily (Puspita, 2018). It is clear that individuals with scientific attitudes are expected to have investigative, critical features and are free from prejudices. Scientific attitudes of individuals will closely affect their inquiry learning skills towards science. It is crucial to determine the students’ attitudes to take action to develop new way to get them involved in the learning process. Surely, it is also important to enlightened the scientific ability of these students in order to determine the need to shape the the desired outcomes. For these reasons, the research will determine the level of scientific attitudes and inquiry learning skills of primary school students in science teaching and revealing the correlation between these two variables. So, the aim of the study is to examine the correlation between primary school students’ attitudes towards science teaching and their inquiry learning skills towards science. For this purpose, the following research problems have been created:

1. What is the scientific attitude level of secondary school students?
2. What is the inquiry learning perception level of secondary school students?
3. Is there a significant correlation between secondary school students' scientific attitude levels and their inquiry learning perceptions?
4. Do secondary school students' scientific attitude levels predict their inquiry learning perception?

Method
In this study aiming to reveal the secondary school students’ scientific attitude level and inquiry learning perceptions and the correlation between these two variables, correlational survey model has been employed.

Sample and Universe
The universe of the study consists of the secondary school students studying in Afyonkarahisar Province in Turkey studying in various schools in the spring term of 2017-2018 academic year. The sample of the study consists of 461 students selected by simple random sampling method. Demographic information about the sample is given in Table 1.
Table 1. Demographic information of the sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>f</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>53,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>46,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>22,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>21,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>27,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>28,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Collection Tools and Data Analysis

Two scales were used in the study. In the study, "Scientific Attitude Scale" developed by Moore and Foy (1997) and adapted to Turkish by Demirbas and Yagbasan (2006) was used to determine the level of scientific attitudes of the participants, namely students. As a result of the adaptation of this scale, the original of which consists of 60 items, to Turkish, the number of items was determined as 40 and 6 sub-dimensions (1. The structure of scientific laws and theories, 2. The structure of science and its approach to events, 3. Displaying scientific behavior, 4. The structure and purpose of science, 5. The place and importance of science in society, 6. Willingness to do scientific studies) The Cronbach Alpha reliability coefficient of the scale was .76 and the Spearman Brown split half-test correlation was .84. The high score in the scale indicates high level of attitude. "Inquiry Learning Skills Perception Scale in Science" developed by Balim and Taskoyan (2007) was used to determine the participants' perceptions of inquiry learning skills towards Science. The scale consists of 22 items and 3 sub-dimensions: (1) positive perceptions, (2) negative perceptions, and (3) perceptions of questioning truthness. The Cronbach alpha coefficients of the sub-dimensions of the scale were .67, .73, .71, respectively; The total Cronbach alpha reliability coefficient of the scale was calculated as .84. The high score in the scale indicates high level of perception.

In the analysis of the data, firstly, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to determine whether the scale used was normally distributed or not. Data were not normally distributed (p>.05). Therefore, the parametric tests, descriptive analysis, Pearson correlation analysis and regression analysis, have been employed.

Findings

In this part of the study, in line with the sub-problems of the research, first of all, the scientific attitude levels of secondary school students and inquiry learning perception level of the secondary school students were determined. Then, the correlation and regression analysis between these two variables have been calculated.

The first sub-problem of the study ‘What is the scientific attitude level of secondary school students?’ is given Table 2.
As seen, in the Table 2, the mean value of the secondary school students regarding the sub-dimensions of the scale is at the moderate level (respectively, $\bar{x} = 20.68$, $\bar{x} = 19.19$, $\bar{x} = 20.41$, $\bar{x} = 22.58$, $\bar{x} = 18.91$ and $\bar{x} = 34.79$). When the general score the students got from the scale was examined, it was concluded that the students showed a moderate level of attitude as they had shown in the other sub-dimensions of the scale.

The second sub-problem of the study ‘What is the inquiry learning perception level of secondary school students?’ is given Table 3.

As seen in the Table 3, the mean value of the secondary school students regarding the sub-dimensions of the scale is at the moderate level (respectively, $\bar{x} = 3.95$, $\bar{x} = 3.52$, $\bar{x} = 3.81$); and the mean value of the secondary school regarding the total scale is also at the moderate level ($\bar{x} = 3.79$). However, these mean values are near to the high level.

The third sub-problem of the study ‘Is there a significant correlation between secondary school students’ scientific attitude levels and their inquiry learning perceptions?’ is given Table 4.

Correlation analysis, which was conducted to reveal whether there is a statistically significant relationship between the inquiry learning perceptions and scientific attitudes of the secondary school students, revealed that there is a significant ($p < .05$) and a positive correlation at the moderate level ($r = .536$) between the two variables.
The fourth sub-problem of the study ‘Do secondary school students’ scientific attitude levels predict their inquiry learning perception?’ is given Table 5.

Table 5. Predictive role of scientific attitude on inquiry learning perceptions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sum of squares</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Mean of Squares</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>9882,056</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9882,056</td>
<td>124,41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>24464,963</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>79,432</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>34347,019</td>
<td>309</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R=.536 R²=.288</td>
<td>Adj. R²=.285</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Simple regression analysis were done to see if scientific attitude was a statistically significant predictive of inquiry learning perception and the results show that there is a significant correlation between two variables (R= .536; R²=.288) and the results also reveals that the scientific attitudes is an important predictive of inquiry learning perception (F=124.41, p<.05).

Results and Discussion
As a result of the research, it has been concluded that primary school students have a moderate scientific attitude. It has been concluded that they have showed an attitude level slightly above the moderate level, the mean values are  x̄=20,68, x̄= 19,19, x̄=20,41, x̄= 22,58, x̄ = 18.91 and x̄ = 34.79, respectively. When the overall mean value of the students got from the scale has been examined, it has been concluded that the students has showed a moderate level of attitude. This result of the study is similar to the study of Ata (1999). In the study, the scientific attitude levels of primary school 2nd grade students were measured and it was concluded that the students had a moderate level scientific attitude. Students’ moderate scientific attitude can also be interpreted as their indifference to courses such as science, chemistry, physics and biology. In order to increase the scientific attitudes of the students, the curriculum of these courses should be arranged in a way to encourage scientific attitudes. In the research conducted by Chuang and Cheng (2002), a significant result was found in favor of female students. The scientific attitude may also differ depending on the structure of the countries where the studies were conducted. It is natural for male students to have a higher scientific attitude, as engineering and technology related fields are generally associated with male students in our country. Demirbas and Yagbasan (2005) revealed in their study that the grade variable has an effect on students' scientific attitudes and that eighth grade students have higher scientific attitude scores than sixth grade students. It is an expected result that the students will show a higher level of scientific attitude as they reach the objectives of the scientific courses in line with the objectives of the curriculum in the following years.

Secondary school students' perceptions of inquiry learning are at medium level in the sub-dimensions of the scale and throughout the scale. The students obtained the highest score from the positive perceptions sub-dimension of the scale (X = 3.95). Tatar (2006) concluded that students' inquiry learning perceptions were low and emphasized the need to increase this perception. The scores obtained from the students as a result of the research showed that their inquiry learning perceptions were at a level which needs to be improved.

The simple correlation, which was made to reveal whether there is a statistically significant correlation between the inquiry learning and scientific attitudes of middle school students, revealed that there is a significant (p <.05) and a positive relationship (r = .536) between the two variables. The results of the study are also similar to the results of the research conducted.
by Taskoyan (2008). As a result of the research, it was stated that there was a positive relationship between students' scientific attitudes and their inquisitive learning perceptions, and it was emphasized that this relationship was also related to the methods and techniques used in the lessons. Simple regression, which was performed to determine whether the scientific attitudes of middle school students were a predictor of their inquiry learning, showed that there was a moderate relationship between the two variables (R = .536; R² = .288); secondary school students' scientific attitudes are an important predictor of their inquiry learning perceptions (F = 124.41; p < .05). Secondary school students' scientific attitudes predict 28% of their inquiry learning perception. This result of the study is similar to the result of Chen and Chen (2012). As a result of the study, they stated that scientific attitudes predict a certain rate of inquiry learning perceptions, but classroom practices also have an important place at this predictive level. So, it is advised that the the activities that promote the student engagement should be used to increase the students’ scientific attitudes and inquiry learning perception.

The moderate scientific attitude level of the secondary school students towards to science has revealed a fact that the desired outcomes of the science curriculum has not been reached. So, the classroom activities should be concentrate on more students-based activities that promote high scientific attitudes. Inquiry learning perceptions level of the students has pointed out the same results as reached in the scientific attitudes. This has showed that the inquiry learning perception as reached in the study is closely related and affected by students attitudes. So, the science curriculum should be developed and implemented to increase the students attitudes to be able to increase their inquiry learning perception and vice versa.
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